
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Harness Racing Waikato Inc at Cambridge Raceway Date: Thursday, 10 July 2014 

Weather: Fine 

Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: J Muirhead (Chairman), S Mulcay, B Jones, B Van Kan 

Typist: C Shaw 

 
 

General: 

Pre race blood testing was carried out at this meeting. 
 
 

Supplementary: 

Cambridge Harness - Sunday 15th June 2014 
Race 6 - BEAUDIENE BOAZ 'EMERALD WINNER' MOBILE PACE 

The investigation into the driving tactics of Junior Horseman B Butcher on Thrill Factor was concluded. 
 

The area of concern was with 1800m to run when THRILL FACTOR shifted ground outward from a trail in behind the leader, 
PRIME LEGAL, to race parked resulting in stablemate MACH CULLEN receiving cover. Evidence was taken from Trainer P Scaife 
who confirmed the driving instructions which were to go forward to the lead, not to take a trail, as the horse was best suited 
to being kept rolling along. He stated the gelding is one paced and does not possess a sharp sprint. A number of horsemen 
were questioned and it was confirmed there was no communication between the horsemen of the stablemates. The RIU 
Betting Analyst reported to the Stewards that there were no irregularities. The Stewards reviewed THRILL FACTOR's races and 
this confirmed the Trainer's assessment of the gelding's racing style. Junior Horseman B Butcher was interviewed with the 
assistance of Senior Horseman D Butcher. He stated that after working to reach the lead he was unable to maintain this 
position when challenged by PRIME LEGAL. Being mindful of his driving instructions he shifted outwards from the trail. When 
he looked back prior to shifting out it was the first time that he was aware where MACH CULLEN was positioned, and that no 
matter which horse was in that position (leading the two wide line) he would have improved THRILL FACTOR to that position 
as he believed it was to the best advantage of his own horse. The Stewards after reviewing all the evidence noted his 
explanation and no further action was deemed necessary. 
 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: VIEWFIELD APACHE, TAKE THE HINT, SEA MC, ART I SPECIAL, MISS FIREFLY, BETTER B AMAZED, 
DRAGON LADY, JOANNE'S A DELIGHT 

Protests:               Nil 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     1 W Rich (NO LIABILITY) 
[Rule 869(2)(c)] Whip outside confines Fined $125.00. 

Warnings: Race     1 N Chalmers (CELTIC WARRIOR) 
[Rule 869(2)(b)] Correct whip action 

 Race     1 S Phillips (MACH'S GEM) 
[Rule 869(3)(b)] Careless - exercise greater care 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     2 CLASSY AMBITION - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     3 SAMBUCA JOE - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     6 HEARTACHE TONIGHT - Warned Performance 

 Race     7 BUTE MACH - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     7 LOFTY BROGDEN - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     10 KATY PERRY - Veterinary Clearance Received 



Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings:               Nil 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 11/07/2014 until 14/07/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
OTO INVASION 

  

Exceptional Circumstances: 
HOT MACH 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 NRM ASSET AMATEUR DRIVERS MOBILE PACE 

EASY FOR CULLEN was caught three wide for the first 1000 metres of the race. 
KLEEN N SHINE weakened inside the 500 metres inconveniencing MACH'S GEM 

MACH'S GEM which was full of running broke for several strides when racing inside NICOLE VAIDISOVA. 
Amateur Horseman S Phillips was shown the video coverage in regard to MACH'S GEM breaking near the 350 metres and 
was warned to exercise greater care despite NICOLE VAIDISOVA racing erratically on its outside. 
Amateur Horseman N Chalmers was warned to correct his whip action on CELTIC WARRIOR. 
Amateur Horseman W Rich admitted a breach of rule 869(2)(c) in that he projected his whip outside of the sulky striking the 
wheel of the sulky when driving NO LIABILITY inside the final 400 metres. The JCA imposed a fine of $125.00 

 

Race 2 PRINTECH MOBILE PACE 

CLASSY AMBITION was inclined to lay in on the bends. 
CLASSY AMBITION hung badly around the final bend laying in on top of MISTER DANN forcing it over the pylons. CLASSY 
AMBITION gave ground quickly losing its chance. A warning was placed on the racing manners record of this horse. 
 

Race 3 NRM EVOLVE COLTS & GELDINGS MOBILE PACE 

There was a delay to the start of this event due to SEA MC requiring farrier attention. 
PRESENT ARMS had a tendency to over race and lug out when racing without cover during the middle stages. 
SAMBUCA JOE broke passing the 600 metres. A warning was placed on the gelding's racing manners record. 
SEA MC hung out rounding the final bend and throughout the run home. 
Horseman M McKendry advised that STRAWBERRY COURAGE had struck the sulky wheel disc on several occasions during 
the running. 
ROYAL ARTHUR weakened at the 350 metre mark. A post race veterinary examination of ROYAL ARTHUR revealed the horse 
had a very slow recovery rate and he advised the connections that its condition would require further investigation. 
Drivers S McCaffrey (ROYAL ARTHUR) and L Neal (PRESENT ARMS) were questioned in regard to the tactics they adopted 
over the early stages of the race. PRESENT ARMS challenged ROYAL ARTHUR for a brief period between 500 metres and 600 
metres after the start. Mr McCaffrey explained that he decided to hold the lead and keep the well supported favourite 
PRESENT ARMS in the parked position as he felt this horse was racing greenly. Mrs Neal explained that she was surprised 
that ROYAL ARTHUR kept her gelding in the parked position when she challenged for the lead. She stated that PRESENT 
ARMS was inclined to over race and race greenly thereafter through the middle stages of the race and that she was 
disappointed with the horses performance. 
 

Race 4 SUPPORT LOCAL PROMOTION HANDICAP PACE 

There were no claims lodged for CARLOS or WESTBURN COURAGE. 
HUDY HAXWELL was held up until inside the final 50 metres. 
When questioned regarding the poor performance of STYX IT TO EM Horseman M McKendry advised Stewards that the 
gelding had failed to travel comfortably at any stage of the race and failed to run on. 
Trainer S McCaffrey advised that STYX IT TO EM had been scoped earlier in the week and the vet had found nothing amiss. 
He advised that the gelding would be freshened before resuming racing. 
 

Race 5 CHRISTIAN CULLEN FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

ITS ALL ON was caught four wide rounding the first bend and continued to improve forward three wide then improved to the 



lead with 1300 metres to run. 
TINA BRYDON and DESIRE TO FLY were held up for clear racing room rounding the final bend and over the early stages of the 
run home. 
Horseman P Ferguson advised that VOTE FOR ME pulled a flat tyre for the last 300 metres. 
 

Race 6 LAURISTON PARK RETIREMENT VILLAGE MOBILE PACE 

HEARTACHE TONIGHT gave ground inside the last 600 metres finishing well back. A warning was placed on the race 
performance record of this filly. 
RIP ROARING contacted pylons rounding the final turn when being held up behind the weakening RHUBARB LANE. 
 

Race 7 de Lautours.co MOBILE PACE 

No claims were lodged for MULLINGAR MAC. 
LOFTY BROGDEN broke at the start. 
Shortly after the start BUTE MACH broke. 
A warning was placed on the mobile barrier manners of LOFTY BROGDEN and BUTE MACH 

SIMPLY STUNNING was held up rounding the final bend changing ground on more than one occasion to obtain clear racing 
room. 
The authorisation of the payment of the second placing of LOFTY BROGDEN was withheld until such time that it was 
confirmed that this gelding had complied with the Breaking Horse Regulations when it galloped over the early stages of the 
race. 
 

Race 8 SWEENEY TOWNSEND & ASSOCIATES JUNIOR DRIVERS HANDICAP TROT 

LATENT broke racing into the first bend. 
ELLA'S SPEED gave ground inside the last 700 metres finishing well back. A post race veterinary examination revealed no 
abnormalities. 
Junior Horseman D Ferguson (ELLA'S SPEED) assisted by Senior Horseman T Mitchell, was questioned in regard to the 
manner in which he drove racing down the back after a lap when contesting for the lead which was being held by KING OF 
COOL. Mr Ferguson stated that ELLA'S SPEED had performed well when driven aggressively previously and he felt that if he 
had been able to cross KING OF COOL,  ELLA'S SPEED would be more competitive over the final stages. However, the mare 
had hung inwards on entering the turn and lost momentum so he elected to desist with the challenge and race without 
cover. After considering the matter the Stewards noted Mr Ferguson’s explanation however he was reminded of his 
obligations to ensure that he does not set the horses he drives a task beyond them in the future. 
Junior Horsewoman M Teaz (KING OF COOL) was shown the replay and reminded of her obligation to ensure that she leaves 
full access to the passing lane for trailing runners. KING OF COOL marginally drifted into the passing lane. 
 

Race 9 AUSTRALIAN BREEDERS CROWN 2YO COLTS & GELDINGS MOBILE PACE 

FIELD MARSHALL won by a “walkover”. 
 

Race 10 AUSTRALIAN BREEDERS CROWN 2YO FILLIES MOBILE PACE 

CYCLONE KATE broke passing the 400metres 

The required veterinary certificate for KATY PERRY was received. 
 

 


